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ABSTRACT

We report here on initial studies of a pulsed hydromagnetic plasma gun that can operate in either a pre-filled or a gas-puff mode on
demand. These modes enable agile and responsive performance through tunable thrust and specific impulse. Operation with a molecular
nitrogen propellant is demonstrated to show that the hydromagnetic thruster is a candidate technology for air-harvesting and drag compen-
sation in the very low Earth orbit. A dual mode operation is achieved by leveraging propellant gasdynamics to change the fill fraction and
flow collisionality within the thruster. This results in the formation of distinct modes that are characterized by the current-driven hydromag-
netic waves that they allow, namely, magneto-deflagration and magneto-detonation, respectively. These modes form the basis of using
gasdynamics to enable responsive thruster performance. Using time-of-flight emission diagnostics to characterize near-field flow velocities,
we find that a relatively dramatic transition occurs between modes as gas is allowed to expand in the thruster, with exhaust velocities
ranging from 10 to 55 km/s in the deflagration and detonation regimes, respectively. Simulations of the processed mass bit offer the first
glimpse into possible thruster performance and trade-offs between specific impulse and thrust. An impulse bit tunability of �22% is
predicted, with differing propellant fill fractions when operating in a burst mode.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0051467

I. INTRODUCTION

Propulsion technologies continue to be limited by their inability
to offer agile and responsive performance. A common example is the
trade-off between the efficiency of the propellant usage (specific
impulse, Isp) and the generation of thrust (T).1 In systems ranging
from chemical rockets to electric thrusters, any increase in thrust
generation is typically accompanied by a decrease in the acceleration
efficiency of the propellant. This can constrain the scope of missions
and, in some cases, requires the use of multiple propulsion systems
to satisfy the required altitude, duration, weight, and level of thrust
generation. Increasingly, there is a need for emerging technologies
that can rapidly change their operational performance (i.e., T or Isp)
in response to changing mission objectives. Added performance
agility can allow a single thruster to smoothly transition from
optimizing propellant usage to thrust generation while in the orbit.

Electric propulsion (EP) uniquely leverages electromagnetic
fields to ionize and accelerate the propellant.2 This allows EP tech-
nology to operate efficiently in applications that demand thrust
generation and Isp levels spanning many orders of magnitude. The
use of external electrical power also adds a level of control over the
operational characteristics of the thruster. For example, depending
on the manner in which energy is supplied, EP technology can be
categorized as either an electrospray or a plasma-based electrostatic,
electromagnetic, or electrothermal thruster. Research into these
systems has focused on uncovering mechanisms that enable reliable
and sustained operation at either high thrust efficiency (T/P) or Isp.
Recent work has explored throttability in EP systems by measuring
performance trade-offs (i.e., thrust and Isp) with an increasing dis-
charge voltage.3 More work, needs to be done to explore how new
methods can enable reconfigurability in EP systems and how these
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methods might allow rapid and on-demand transitions between
values of high T/P and Isp.

Beyond reconfigurability, simply operating EP systems in dif-
ferent gasdynamic environments is a challenge that has been
largely unexplored. Recent efforts4 to use plasma thrusters in an
air-breathing configuration for very low Earth orbit (VLEO) condi-
tions have been met with significant performance decreases.
Measurements of the plume composition in a low power Z-70
(500W) Hall effect thruster (HET) operating on Xe/air mixtures
confirm the presence of ions of both molecular and atomic states
suggesting that a considerable amount of energy may be invested in
dissociation.5 In recent unpublished studies in our laboratory, the
transition from Xe (100%) to Xe��N2 (17%–83%) mixtures in
the same Z-70 thruster reduced the thrust from 24 to 13 mN and
Isp from 1270 to 820 s for comparable thruster power. It is still
uncertain if electrothermal or inductive thruster technology can
generate Isp or thrust requirement for the sustained VLEO
operation.6–8 Pulsed plasma thrusters (PPTs) on the other hand
have shown the ability to still operate efficiently (exceeding 30%)
on molecular propellants such as water vapor9 or N2

10 due, in part,
to their higher input energies. Experiments have also found that
differing levels of propellant loading within PPTs result in distinct
operational characteristics.11,12 Thrust measurements by Ziemer13

even indicated the presence of anomalously high thrust efficiency
when small quantities (,1 μg) of the propellant were injected.
These observations motivate the exploration of gasdynamic loading
in PPTs as a controllable means to enable reconfigurability and
agile operation.

This paper describes a novel pulsed hydromagnetic thruster
that can operate in two distinct modes. These modes feature dis-
tinct time scales, properties, propellant flow requirements, and
energy densities that can be leveraged to engineer performance on
demand. The first, called magneto-detonation, is a transient mode
that enables the selective generation of higher thrust levels.
Magneto-detonation is characteristic of the upper branch of a
current-driven ionization wave.12 The second, called magneto-
deflagration, is a quasi-stationary mode that enables high exhaust
velocities and, thus, Isp. Magneto-deflagration is characterized by
the lower branch of the wave. We review the theory and present an
experimental characterization of these modes while the thruster is
operating on the N2 propellant. Finally, we show how propellant
loading and flow collisionality can be used to enable reliable mode
selection within the thruster.

II. DUAL MODE PLASMA THRUSTER

A. Facility description

The Stanford hydromagnetic thruster operates by ionizing and
accelerating the propellant using an induced Lorentz force. The
device, along with other pulsed Lorentz accelerators, is an extension
of the original Marshall plasma gun.14 Since their inception,
Marshall guns have been used for applications ranging from simu-
lated astrophysics,15 plasma jet driven magneto-inertial fusion
(PJMIF),16 z-pinch schemes,17 material ablation,18 and even
neutron production.19 Despite studies in the 1960s on the potential
use of these hydromagnetic plasma guns in space propulsion,20

there has been little effort since the dawn of diverse electric

propulsion demonstrations (1980s) to develop them as a source of
thrust for space propulsion.

What makes hydromagnetic plasma guns unique among
thrusters is that they are designed to operate with much higher vol-
tages (�20 kV) and peak currents (�100 kA). These conditions can
help overcome many of the operational problems that plague other
electromagnetic thrusters such as the loss of flow stability and weak
levels of plasma compression. For instance, higher operational
voltage and currents have been shown to enable higher plume com-
pression, acceleration, and even the ability to process and ionize
complex molecular propellants.15,21 The higher exhaust velocities,
in particular, have even been shown to enable a prolonged opera-
tion in z-pinch schemes by stabilizing hydromagnetic instabilities
through shear-flow effects.17,21–23

The hydromagnetic gun that we have studied is composed of
three distinct systems that synergize to produce thrust: (1) an accel-
eration volume, (2) pulsed-power circuitry, and (3) a neutral gas
injector. The acceleration volume of our device consists of a 26 cm
long and 5 cm diameter coaxial segment with a 0.5 cm diameter
copper cathode and rodded stainless-steel anodes.15 Energy is sup-
plied to the gun using a 56 μF capacitor bank that can be charged
up to 20 kV and supply peak currents of up to �100 kA over
�20 μs. This current flow induces magnetic field strengths of
�0:1–1 T within the coaxial segment that cause Lorentz forces to
accelerate and compress the ionized propellant stream.

To initiate a discharge, neutral gas is injected into the accelera-
tor using a fast rise-rate, variable mass-bit puff valve.24 The thruster
volume is maintained at rarefied conditions (�10�7 Torr) between
discharge sequences by connecting it to a vacuum chamber that is
equipped with a set of cryogenic pumps. The valve operates accord-
ing to the principle of diamagnetic repulsion and allows the injection
of �10–100mg of the propellant (e.g., N2) over �300 μs. As the
propellant reaches a critical breakdown density (i.e., the Paschen
breakdown), it is rapidly ionized and accelerated out of the thruster.

B. Theory

The operation of plasma guns has uncovered the existence of
two distinct flow patterns that depend on their initial gas loading
(Fig. 1).12,25 When the coaxial volume is pre-filled with gas, a thin
current sheet is observed to convect along the electrodes in a
process called a “snow plow.” This process relies on the propagat-
ing conduction zone to collide with upstream mass until the local
temperature and electrical conductivity have increased enough to
form a shock front. This is the traditional operational mode that is
observed in PPTs and allows highly localized current densities to
form that “plow” propellant in a thin sheet. If, however, the
thruster is initialized in rarified conditions, as is possible with the
Stanford hydromagnetic thruster, a second mode of the operation
can be observed where a collimated and quasi-steady jet forms.21,26

The properties of the operational modes can be derived by
considering a magnetic extension to the Rankine–Hugoniot (RH)
theory.27 In this model, two distinct current-driven ionization
waves are predicted if external electrical energy can be added to the
flow. A theoretical depiction of the structure and properties of
these waves is shown in Fig. 1. The magneto-detonation wave, or
upper-branch solution, propagates along the length of the
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accelerator into the unprocessed gas while the magneto-
deflagration wave, or lower-branch solution, is quasi-steady and
propagates upstream toward the point where the propellant is fed
in. The validity of the RH model has been investigated in separate
studies by measuring the propagation and density characteristics of
each wave and comparing that to theoretical predictions. The RH
theory was found to agree to within 8% of measured propagation
speeds and correctly predict that the deflagration mode is able to
achieve higher exhaust velocities while the detonation mode is
capable of processing larger instantaneous mass bits.12

Although effective at describing the existence of dual hydro-
magnetic modes, the RH theory does not capture the nuances of
how they form. More importantly, simplified conservative jump
relations offer little insight into how the distinct modes might
smoothly transition into each other. This is an important consider-
ation in the design of an agile propulsion system that may rely on
exploiting the properties of these two modes. In Secs. III and IV,
we present a combination of experiments and simulations to sys-
tematically explore the role that gasdynamics plays in selecting the
operational mode of the thruster.

III. CHARACTERIZATION

A. Experimental

Mode selectivity in the thruster was studied by incorporating
additional circuitry to precisely control the initial distribution of
the propellant before a discharge starts. A combination of H2 and
N2 gas was used to illustrate how fill rates of propellant influence

the selectivity and transition between operational modes. The tuna-
bility of properties within each mode and the range of performance
at low mass bits were not considered. Specifically, discharges were
unable to be initiated at delay times lower than the characteristic
filling time (i.e., �200 μs for N2) of the thruster where self-
breakdown can be supported.

A triggerable spark gap was employed to isolate the charged
capacitor bank from the thruster until a high voltage trigger pulse
was supplied to it. An illustration depicting the timing diagram used
to initialize a discharge is shown in Fig. 2(a). The neutral gas distri-
bution was adjusted within the acceleration volume by changing the
time delay between the start of the propellant flow and the discharge
(referred to as the gas injection delay or the gas filling time). This
delay can cause a smooth transition from a deflagration wave to a
detonation wave, the latter of which is illustrated in Fig. 2(b).

The structural evolution of the plasma flow is shown in
Figs. 2(c)–2(h) for H2 gas filling times of 0 and 250 μs, respectively,
with a charging energy of 1.4 kJ. The propellant was puffed into the
accelerator with a plenum pressure of 45 psi. Each image is pre-
sented in false color and was acquired using an Imacon Ultra8
ICCD camera with a 20 ns exposure time. The discharge times, tD,
of Figs. 2(c)–2(e) and 2(f )–2(h) were selected to be at the same
points during the first half period of the current waveform, as
shown in Fig. 2(a). With no imposed time delay, the operation
recovers the behavior of the accelerator operating in puff mode
where the electrodes are energized prior to gas being introduced
into the thruster, and a deflagration mode is formed. When the H2

gas is allowed to expand into the accelerator volume for 250 μs, the

FIG. 1. Schematic depicting the operational modes of a hydromagnetic plasma thruster. The first mode, called a magneto-detonation wave, generates a transient shock
that produces high(er) thrust and low(er) Isp. The second mode, called a magneto-deflagration wave, generates a quasi-steady expansion wave that produces low(er) thrust
and high(er) Isp. The transition between these operational modes can be controlled by initializing the gasdynamic state of the thruster.
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structure of the flow changes. For H2, this time scale is sufficiently
long to change the initial 10�7 Torr vacuum upstream condition
throughout the 23 cm long electrode volume. The structure of the
propagating front in Fig. 2(f ) resembles that of a current sheet. The
sensitivity of the ICCD also resolves an expansion wave immedi-
ately following the thin shock front. This observation is consistent
with the Zeldovich model of a detonation wave as having a thin
shock followed by a reaction zone and a trailing expansion wave.28

Interestingly, as this detonation wave clears out of the channel, a
second deflagration occurs during the second swing of the voltage
ringdown [Figs. 2(g) and 2(h)].

1. Stagnation energy

The directed energy content of the plasma plume is one
important metric that can lend insight into the operational transi-
tion and thrust capacity of the device. Detailed magnetohydrody-
namic simulations of the thruster have shown that the kinetic

energy contribution (1=2ρV2) to the directed energy of a plume
(Γϵ ¼ 5

2 pþ 1
2 ρV

2
� �

V) can be .5 times larger than the thermal
contribution.18,25 To assess this energy, a tungsten target was
placed 4 cm downstream of the accelerator. The target was 2 cm in
diameter, 0.5 cm thick, and mated to a thermally insulating base to
center it in the vacuum tube. A 0.5 mm diameter fast type K ther-
mocouple was attached to the backside of the target and connected
to an alloy matched vacuum feedthrough to measure the bulk tem-
perature rise, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a).

The stagnation energy measurements as a function of gas filling
time is shown in Fig. 3(b). The thruster was charged to 1.4 kJ for
each shot and the current and voltage traces remained unchanged
with increasing injection delay. The energy transfer was calculated by
taking the peak temperature rise experienced by the target of known
mass, E ¼ mcpΔT . Separate trials were conducted for both H2 and
N2 gas with injection delays of up to 800 μs with an interval of 50 μs.

The first set of data points, shown as occurring at negative gas
filling times (or injection delays) in Fig. 3, corresponds to conditions

FIG. 2. The operational characteristics of the thruster can be changed by varying the distribution of the propellant within the acceleration volume. By increasing the delay
between gas injection (H2) and discharge initiation (a), the thruster can smoothly transition (b) from a deflagration wave (c)–(e) to a detonation wave (f )–(h). Eventually,
increasing the upstream mass will induce a collisional shock as the ionization wave propagates through the propellant stream.
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where the electrodes were energized before gas was injected. After the
gas is injected, it takes a characteristic filling time to reach a critical
density in the thruster that supports self-breakdown. Gas filling times
lower than the characteristic filling time also resulted in conditions
where the electrodes are energized before the gas was injected. With
increasing injection delay beyond that, a noticeable reduction in the
directed energy content of the flow was recorded. The rate of the
energy decay was found to also depend on the type of the propellant
used. H2 was observed to begin decaying sooner and with a larger
characteristic slope than N2. This suggests that gasdynamic expansion
of the propellant plays a prominent role in determining the mode of
the thruster. Evidence of a mode transition was also found by taking
ICCD images at two extremes of gas filling time (0 and 600 μs), as
shown in Fig. 3(c).

2. Exhaust velocity

Time-of-flight measurements were performed to quantify the
effect of propellant loading on the acceleration efficiency of the

thruster. Measurements with N2 as a propellant were made to sim-
ulate conditions of interest for air-breathing applications. Two
Hammatsu 1P28 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) were placed 3 cm
downstream of the electrodes and 5 cm apart to the visualize the
propagation of the plume [Fig. 3(a)]. Each PMT was configured to
feature a gain of 106, a rise time of �30 ns, and a circular aperture
of �1 mm to limit spatial smearing. The acquired PMT traces for a
gas filling time of 100 μs and a charging energy of 1.4 kJ are shown
in Fig. 3(e). From these results, a cross-correlation function was
employed to quantify the time delay between detector signals and
remove any systematic bias in interpretation [Fig. 3(e)]. The mea-
sured time delay, Δt, was used to calculate the plume velocity
knowing the spacing between detectors, V ¼ 5 cm=Δt.

The plasma flow velocity as a function of injection delay is
shown in Fig. 3(d). As with the temperature rise measurements, the
thruster’s exhaust velocity was found to decrease with a similar
slope. With a vacuum initial condition, the velocity was found to
be approximately 55 km/s (Isp � 5500 s). As gas expanded into the
accelerator volume, that reduced to 11 km/s (Isp � 1100 s). Thus,

FIG. 3. (a) Experimental setup used to measure the stagnation energy and exhaust velocity of the plasma plume. (b) and (c) The energy transfer during stagnation
smoothly decays with increasing injection delay. (d) and (e) Time-of-flight exhaust velocity measurements of the plasma plume. Gas filling times below the characteristic
filling time (�200 μs for N2) create a discharge when enough propellant enters the thruster to support self-breakdown.
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the change in flow structure and localization is also accompanied
by a reduction in the acceleration efficiency. These measurements
indicate that propellant injection delay offers a controllable way to
smoothly transition from processing larger mass bits (generating
more thrust) to more efficiently using the propellant (generating
more Isp). The velocity measurement, while subject to uncertainties
in relating propagating fronts of broadband emission to the bulk
plasma velocity, is in general agreement with previous measure-
ments made on the thruster based on immersed Mach probes,12 as
well as schlieren videography.22

B. Monte Carlo simulation

A direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) technique was used
to explore how gas filling time (injection delay) influences the dis-
tribution of the propellant within the thruster, and, for purposes of
estimating performance, the amount of the propellant mass that is
processed by the discharge (i.e., the mass bit), with varying gas
filling time. DSMC codes are popular methods for simulating rare-
fied flows and have been described in detail elsewhere.29,30 In the
system presented here, N2 was simulated in a 2D space within an
axisymmetric region modeled after the coaxial thruster. Rotational
and vibrational degrees of freedom of the gas were ignored.
Gas-surface interactions and reflections off of the thruster walls
were computed using the Maxwell model with an accommodation
coefficient of 0.7. This value was selected based on experimental
measurements.31 The gas-puff valve was treated as a source reser-
voir of particles maintained at constant pressure and connected to
the nozzle entrance. At each time step, a set of particles was initial-
ized within the reservoir volume, with positions and velocities cor-
responding to a uniform Maxwellian distribution at a pressure of
45 psi and temperature of 293 K.

To capture the collisional dynamics of gases in DSMC
methods, the time step and cell size must be chosen to resolve the
minimum collision frequency and collisional mean free path. These

requirements become prohibitive in this case as the neutral gas
expands from a valve pressure of 45 psi to vacuum (�10�7 Torr)
conditions. To overcome this, free molecular flow was assumed
everywhere, and particles were only allowed to interact with boun-
dary surfaces. For a diatomic molecule like N2, the particle flux in
the hydrodynamic regime (with collisions) is larger than that of the
free molecular regime by a factor of 1.414.32 We therefore expect
our DSMC results to underpredict the mass flux into the gun by a
similar amount. A complete overview of the numerical procedure
and description of the assumptions is provided in Ref. 31.

Results of the neutral gas simulations at select times during the
gas expansion process are shown in Fig. 4. The simulation region is
initiated to be in high vacuum. At t = 0, the valve is opened, and par-
ticles begin to enter the domain through the nozzle. The valve
remains open for 300 μs to be consistent with prior experimental
characterizations of the puff valve. At each time step, the neutral gas
distribution within the gun volume was integrated and recorded to
capture its behavior as a function of gas filling time. Finally, the inte-
grated mass upstream of the ionization plane is plotted against
experimental results of velocity in Fig. 4(a). Here, the ionization
plane was assumed to be the first axial point within the acceleration
volume where the gas is simultaneously exposed to both electrodes
with a pressure that can support breakdown.

The gasdynamic simulations show agreement between the
time scales over which gaseous expansion impacts thruster perfor-
mance (Fig. 3) and the slope by which those changes occur. Not
only that, they also offer insight into how the operational mode of
the thruster can be selected. For instance, a steady magneto-
deflagration requires a smooth expansion process to transition
from a region of higher pressure and density to a lower one. This
means that the flow must remain weakly collisional as it accelerates
out of the thruster. To predict the transition between these regimes,
we assume a propagating current sheet (reaction zone) convects
downstream with velocity V. Flow transition occurs when this
current sheet narrows to form a collisional shock. We describe this

FIG. 4. (a) Comparison of the measured exhaust velocity and (b) simulated the N2 propellant distribution in the thruster as a function of the delay between gas injection
and the beginning of a discharge. An increasing gas filling time (injection delay) results in a more collisional upstream condition for the ionization wave to propagate into.
Gas filling times below �200 μs are not accessible as there is an insufficient propellant in the thruster to support self-breakdown.
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process by assuming upstream neutrals that enter the reaction zone
are immediately ionized. These streaming ions, with initial speed
Vr ¼ V relative to the current sheet, will then experience a relaxa-
tion process proportional to the ion-ion collision frequency, νii,

dVr

dt
¼ �νiiVr , (1)

after which they will be stationary with respect to the current sheet.
The characteristic relaxation time and distance of this process are
τs ¼ 1=νii and λs ¼ Vτs, respectively.

When there is no injection delay, the upstream condition is
constrained to be 10�6–10�7 Torr by cryopumps (nn � 1016 m�3).
In these conditions, there is no way for the current sheet to further
narrow (through an increasing entrained ion density, higher con-
ductivity, higher ion temperature, and thus a higher ion-ion colli-
sion frequency) as it propagates into vacuum. Increasing gas filling
time, however, fuels the narrowing of the current sheet and enables
the transition to the detonation regime. For instance, assuming an
average convective velocity of V � 10 km/s and T � 10 eV, the
relaxation length exceeds 1 cm at np � 1020 m�3.33,34 In this way,
the neutral gas simulations start predicting collisionally induced
mode transitions become possible with as little as �250 μs of injec-
tion delay while operating with the N2 propellant. Any further
delays past that will impact the strength of the detonation wave.12

IV. THRUSTER PERFORMANCE

The characterization results can be combined to estimate the
performance metrics of each operating mode and the tunability
range between them. The depth of the tunability range can be opti-
mized by considering the propellant flow control options that are
available in PPT architectures. For instance, as shown in Fig. 5, the
maximum rate of the propellant flow, discharge (pulse) rate, gas
filling time, and gas valve opening frequency can all be indepen-
dently changed on demand. These changes can enable mode transi-
tions to occur that feature distinct time scales, properties, and
performance. For instance, the DSMC results for a single injection,
Fig. 4, show that the accelerated mass bit can be tuned depending
on the time that the propellant is allowed to expand into the

acceleration volume. This introduces a trade-off between Isp and
thrust that can be adjusted between discharge pulses of the thruster.
After a gas filling time of �210 μs, the available mass bit of N2

(that can be processed) is �0:4 mg while the exhaust velocity is at
its highest, �55 km/s. After a gas filling time of �450 μs however,
the exhaust velocity drops to �11 km/s while the available mass bit
increases to .2 mg. We quantify the effect of gasdynamic tunabil-
ity and dual mode operation on thruster performance with fixed
input power and propellant mass flow rates. In this case, mode
transitions can occur in the thruster by allowing more propellant to
fill the acceleration volume (e.g., higher gas filling time).

A. Preliminary performance tunability—Fixed input
power and mass flow rate

To characterize potential performance, we assume that the
hydromagnetic thruster operates in a burst mode with an average
input power of 1.4 kW. Each thrust event (referred to as a pulse)
follows from the characterization results presented in Figs. 2–4,
namely, each consumes 1.4 kJ of energy and lasts �20 μs. The pro-
pellant is introduced using the same gas puff valve (and mass flow
rate) over 1 ms with enough propellant to fuel consecutive pulse
events (referred to as a burst). These pulses are then uniformly dis-
tributed across the gas-puff opening (ranging between 2 and 5
events depending on the gas filling time) to utilize the propellant.
The instantaneous mass bit available for each pulse is assumed to
follow from the DSMC characterization of single pulses in Fig. 4
and is a function of the gas filling time in the accelerator.
Uncertainties in the simulated gas distribution will linearly increase
the uncertainty in the preliminary thruster performance metrics
(e.g., thrust and propulsive efficiency).

In extrapolating from single pulses to burst operation, the per-
formance of each pulse is assumed identical. From this, the average
thrust (FT ) can be calculated by

FT ¼ (Δm)VNpfvalveηm, (2)

where Δm is the instantaneous mass bit for a single pulse, V is the
measured exhaust velocity of the plume, Np is the number of
pulses per valve opening, and fvalve is the opening frequency of the

FIG. 5. Schematic illustrating the
dynamics of propellant injection (period
of propellant flow) and discharge initia-
tion (filling time + discharge period) in
a dual mode hydromagnetic thruster.
Gasdynamic control could involve inde-
pendently changing the peak rate of
the propellant flow, gas filling time, dis-
charge (pulse) duration, number of
pulses/valve opening, and valve
opening frequency. Together, these
properties could rapidly transition the
operational mode of a thruster and
change its performance.
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gas puff valve. All these parameters are functions of the gas filling
time and are inferred from the time-of-flight experiments and the
DSMC simulations. The remaining parameter, ηm, is a measure of
the mass utilization of the propellant stream. It quantifies the frac-
tion of the available propellant mass that is moving at the measured
exhaust velocity.

The variation of mass utilization with an increasing gas fill
time is estimated using a combination of the velocity and stagna-
tion energy measurements in Fig. 3 and the mass bit calculations
in Fig. 4. We estimate the variation in ηM by comparing the
kinetic energy of the plume (1/2 ΔmV2) to the measured stagna-
tion energy (i.e., �33 J for the N2 propellant with a gas filling
time of �210 μs). This yields a lower limit to the thruster mass
utilization ranging from �4.3% with gas filling times of �210 μs
to �3% after 450 μs. It is important to note that flow dissipation
effects, boundary layer effects, and the finite size of the stagnating
body (2 cm) mean that all of the energy in the plume cannot be
captured. We estimate these effects using numerical simulations
to predict an upper bound on mass utilization in the thruster
in Fig. 6.18

The performance of a hydromagnetic thruster operating on
the N2 propellant with a fixed valve opening period of 1 ms and a
fixed input power is shown in Fig. 6. The gas-puff valve opening
frequency (f valve) is calculated to constrain the average input power
of the thruster to be 1.4 kW while the number of pulses (N p) is cal-
culated based on the gas filling time required for each discharge.
From Fig. 6, the average thrust and propulsive efficiency Pt=Pin
(where Pt ¼ :5ΔmV2fvalveNpηm) are all tunable between two dis-
tinct modes. The first mode, which occurs at low gas filling times
(, � 220 μs), is a deflagration that offers high exhaust velocities
(�55 km/s) and propulsion efficiency. The second mode, a detona-
tion, can be generated by simply allowing the gas to expand into
the accelerator longer (or by injecting more propellant) and offers
high levels of average thrust.

The performance characterization in Fig. 6 indicates a tunabil-
ity range of up to �22% of the average thrust (at a constant opera-
tional power and mass flow rate) due to changes in the propellant
filling time. The maximum achievable efficiency using the energy
stagnation measurements to estimate ηm is �15%. Although this is
a reasonable limit of propulsive efficiency, we note the Stanford

FIG. 6. Potential operational characteristics of a multi-mode thruster with an average input power of 1.4 kW, (a) mass utilization, (b) gas-puff valve dynamics, (c) thrust,
and (d) efficiency. Each N2 gas puff is assumed to remain open for �1 ms and supply enough propellant for Np uniformly distributed discharge events (pulses). The
results assume the measured velocities and processed mass remain constant between discharge events (Fig. 4). The amplitude of the thrust tuning range depends on the
properties of the gasdynamic injection (e.g., amplitude, rate, filling time, etc.) and can be optimized depending on the application.
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geometry and operational characteristics have not been optimized.
It is noteworthy that despite the lower limits based on our mea-
sured stagnation energy experiments, versions of these plasma
sources operating in deflagration conditions (i.e., mode 1) at high
pulse energies (30 kJ),35 seem to have exhibited propulsive efficien-
cies above 50% (measured using a fish-trap pendulum thrust
stand).

B. Limitations

Considerable work still needs to be done to understand the
performance characteristics (i.e., thrust vs specific impulse) of oper-
ational modes in thrusters of different size, energy, propellant type,
and discharge time scale. For example, projections described in
Fig. 6 are limited by the accuracy of mass utilization within the
thruster. Accurately identifying how much propellant is left inside
the acceleration channel and how much propellant convects at
lower velocities still requires considerable research in PPTs. In
addition, quantifying the variation in performance across many
shots is also important to establish the scalability of the dual mode
operation. Even with these uncertainties, Fig. 6 offers bounded esti-
mates of thruster performance and gives insight into how a dual
mode operation can be achieved in future thrust technologies. The
claim of thrust tunability is supported by previous experimental
characterizations of PPTs that showed anomalous increases in
thrust are possible with an increasing mass bit.13

This study focuses on exploring performance tunability in
conditions where Rankine–Hugoniot mode transitions occur.
There is, however, a considerable range of conditions (i.e., mass
bits) within each mode that have not been considered in this work.
Specifically, due to limitations caused by self-breakdown, mass bits
lower than �0:1 mg (Fig. 6) were not possible to characterize
experimentally. Previous studies of lower pulse energy PPTs (with
the same specific enthalpy) showed that decreasing mass bits
resulted in increasing exhaust velocities and lower levels of average
thrust.13 These conditions are representative of the deflagration
mode described in this paper and offer a parameter space where
higher impulse bit and thrust tunability might be possible.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper describes a novel hydromagnetic thruster that can
operate in two distinct modes. These modes have performance
characteristics that can enable the thruster to rapidly transition
from optimizing thrust generation to propellant utilization.
A theory is presented to describe the structure and evolution of
each mode along with motivating the exploration of gasdynamics
as a controllable means to enable reconfigurability in thrusters.
A combination of rarefied simulations, experiments, and collision-
ality estimates supports this theory and establishes baseline perfor-
mance metrics for a hydromagnetic thruster and a parameter space
over which mode transitions can be expected to occur.

The characterization of a preliminary thruster is given to illus-
trate how gasdynamic control can be used and optimized for EP
technology. These measurements are not intended to communicate
propulsive or tunability properties of an optimized design. Instead,
we hope to motivate research efforts to identify and refine the per-
formance metrics, tunability range, and applicability of the dual

mode operation in new and existing propulsion technologies. There
remain considerable scientific and engineering challenges that must
be solved before dual mode control can be implemented in EP
technology on a commercial scale. For example, separate studies
focusing on the effect of discharge energy, geometry, voltage, and
propellant composition on the performance of each mode still need
to be performed. Direct measurements of thrust will also reduce
uncertainties in estimating mass utilization and improve under-
standing of performance tunability, such as the trade-off between
thrust and Isp. Finally, testing the dual mode operation in represen-
tative air-breathing environments where harvested propellant feeds
can be leveraged still needs to be demonstrated.
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